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Editorial
This is the first number of a new venture, an enlarged newsletter. We hope that it will be a quarterly production, but this
depends on a number of factors. Probably the most important is
YOU (the reader). We must have plenty of copy in good time. So
do please let us have masses of material for the next issue. If
we can't get it all in, it will provide a good start for number 3.
We are sending copies to all club members and a large number of
friends as well. This will involve the club in increased expenditure
and we hope that some of you will respond by either sending your
subscriptions or at least a donation so that the club can continue to
serve you.
Arthur Porter. G-2CDX.
Treasurer's address is: - J.B. Foster,
183, Cambridge Road,
Gt. Shelford,
Cambs

Message from the President
You will see that the News Letter which we have been used to in the
past has increased in "signal strength" this time, and we hope that the
reception will be correspondingly good too. Much of the credit for the
improvement, i£ due to Arthur Porter (G2CDX) who has spent a considerable
time in collecting odds and ends from the "junk box", so to speak, and
assembling them to produce this prototype, which we hope will be the first
of regular quarterly issues.
When some-one was asked whether he would care to join the Radio
Club, he asked what he "would get out of it, but fortunately there are
quite a lot of members who are just as concerned about what they can put
into it, which ie surely the true function of any 'club'. A good programme
has been arranged, attendance’s and membership are both climbing steadily,
and some of our new members are helping in splendid fashion, for which we
are very grateful.
We all know, I am sure, that nothing succeeds like success, so please
come along whenever you can to give a hand, particularly when we have
invited an outside speaker, who may have come a considerable way to give
his services.
The committee invites you to suggest, criticise, make use of, or what
you will, as long as you do something, for only apathy can stand in the way
of the Cambridge and District Amateur Radio Club becoming one of the finest
in the country.
Stan Granfield. G5BQ.
President.

DIARY
Sunday, Nov. 1st. R.S.G-.B. 7 Mcs Contest. (Phone)
Friday, Nov. 6th. Activity Evening.
Friday, Nov. -13th. Activity Evening.
Sat./Sund. Nov. 14/15th. MCC Contest.
Friday, Nov. 20th. Amateur Television.
Sat./Sun, Nov. 21/22nd. R.S.G.B. 7 Mcs. Contest (C.W.)
Friday, Nov. 27th.
Visit to British Relay Wireless.
Sat./Sun. Nov. 28/29th. CQ W DX Contest.
"

"

"

"

(C.W.)

Second 1.8 Mcs. Contest.

Friday, Dec. 4th. Introduction to Amateur Radio.
Friday, Dec, 11th. Activity Evening.
Friday, Dec. 18th. Sausage Supper.
Friday, Dec. 25th. Happy Christmas.
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PROGRAMME NOTES

M.C.C. Contest
We shall be competing in the Top Band Contest organised by the Short
Wave Magazine. Duration is 17.00 to 21.00 hrs. GMT on Saturday, Nov.
14th, and Sunday Nov. 15th. We have been issues with the code letters CD.
Amateur Television
On Friday, Nov. 20th we shall be having a demonstration of Amateur
T/V. We hope to receive pictures from a number of the local stations.
Visit to British Relay
A visit has been arranged to the British Relay Wireless Station
in King's Hedges Road. Numbers are limited. Particulars will be given
at club meetings.
Introduction _to Amateur Radio
This is an evening devoted to the younger prospective member.
Refreshments will be provided.
Sausage Supper
We are repeating this event which was so successful last year.
Catering is once again in the capable hands of Fred (G3RFP).
Annual Dinner
Arrangements are now being made to hold our Annual Dinner in mid
January. Further details later.
Morse
For those who want Morse practice Mike is at the club from 700 p.m.
every Friday.
If you don't want morse practice, why not come early and help keep
the shack tidy?

THE R.S.G.B.

As Regional Representative for the Radio Society of Great
Britain, I am naturally an ardent supporter of the Society,
realising as I do, that during the fifty or so years of its
existence, the society has done such a tremendous amount to foster
all that is best in amateur radio.
All paid-up members receive a copy of the R.S.G.B. Bulletin at the
beginning of each month. This publication is used to disseminate sound
technical information, to keep amateurs well-informed of a multitude of
things that affect the hobby, whatever the particular interest of the
reader, and of course carries a good deal of advertising matter which
is eagerly scanned for the bargains offered.
The Society also publishes the Amateur Radio Handbook and
several other books including 'A Guide to Amateur Radio', 'The Radio
Amateurs Examination Manual', 'The Morse Code for Radio Amateurs',
'The Call Book', and so on. At H.Q., the most popular Amateur Radio
publications issued in the United States are usually carried in
stock.
Official Society Meetings are held throughout the British
Isles, when the President and other members of Council take the
opportunity to meet the members. During the course of the year they
travel all over the country, and recently they made the long
journey to John 0'Groats for a meeting.
The Q S L Bureau, run by a team of volunteers under the fine
leadership of Arthur Mine, G2MI, handles many thousands of cards every
year, and many members think that the services of the bureau alone, are
well worth the annual subscription.
Many interesting tests, contents, and Field Days, some of which
are open to listeners as well as transmitting members, are held each
year. Trophies are awarded to leading entrants. The Society also
awards a number of certificates for achievement in Amateur Radio
Operating, such as the Empire DX Certificate, Worked the British
Empire, Pour Metres and Down, and so on.
Most stations using the Two Metre band are appreciative of the
Beacon Station on 144.5 Mc/s, under the call-sign GB3VHF. This
station is located at Wrotham in Kent, by arrangement with the
B.B.C.
Slow Morse Transmissions, the News Bulletin on Sunday mornings The
Radio Communications Exhibition, and National Conventions are some of
the many things for which the R S G B is responsible.
But perhaps the most important service it renders, is to act as
the voice of the British Amateur at important World Radio Conferences
where vital decisions affecting the whole of the Amateur movement,
frequency allocations, and so on, may well be taken. It also plays a most
important role in negotiations with the GPO on all matters affecting
licence facilities.
If you are not yet a member, you may, well be enjoying many benefits
that the Radio Society of Great Britain has won for you, and you may like
to know that the subscription for a Corporate ember is thirty-five
shillings. An Application Form is yours for the asking, so don't hesitate.
Stan Granfield G5BQ

WORKED ALL CAMBRIDGE‘AWARD’
Two certificates for working a minimum of ten Cambridge amateurs
on any one band have been presented. The first one went to our oldtimer friend Nick, G2KJ for top band contacts and. the second to Joost
G3RND for contacts on two metres,
Our congratulations to both. We wonder who will be the first to
get an endorsement for a Further ten contacts.
The Committee is particularly grateful to Jeremy Royle (G3NOX/T)
who has gone to considerable trouble and expense to produce the
illustrated article on his very well known T.V. station for insertion
in this first issue of the ‘Cambeam’.

AMATEUR TELEVISION
STATION
G3NOX/T

THE STATION ON THE HILL

The Image Orthicon Camera
Members of the club will be interested to know that Amateur
Television activity in the area is growing rapidly with both the
number of receiving and transmitting members increasing.
G3NOX/T, located in the village of Duddenhoe End, 5 miles
west of Saffron Walden, has the advantage of being 450 feet ASL
and is able to transmit sound and vision up to 50 miles in most
directions, assuming reasonable receiving equipment at the other
end. The excellent location also makes it possible to relay
pictures from the London area to the north and also in reverse
direction if necessary.
A brief description of the latest equipment and set-up at
G3NOX/T may be of interest. On the Video Side an Image
Orthicon camera equipped with four lenses, electronic viewfinder
and mobile dolly is used for "live" pickup, whilst a monoscope
test card generator provides the station test pattern and
identification signal. In addition a sawtooth test signal is
available for transmitter testing. All video

Preview and Transmission Monitor, Vision Mixer, Master
Monitor and Camera Control Unit
sources are fed into a four channel vision mixer with which it is
possible to select any one for transmission. This VMU also
adds the synchronising pulses to the waveform and has
provision for switching in an external Video Signal for
relaying.
Four Broadcast type Monitors are used in the "control
room" (snack!)
1. The camera control unit monitor — this displays the picture
produced by the camera.
2. A preview monitor which can be switched direct to any picture
source.
3. A master monitor for observing incoming signals with or without
synchronising pulses.
4. An "on the Air Monitor" which displays the signal being
radiated by the transmitter.

Transmitters
Two transmitters are used at G3NOX/T: a high power one
using a 4 X 250 B for the vision and a medium power Tx with
QQVO320 for the sound. 405 line positive modulation is applied to
the vision transmitter using a grid modulator and a stabilized high
level screen modulator is used on the sound TX. The frequencies
employed are vision 436.00 Mc sound 432.5 Mc. This arrangement
allows a standard TV set to be used at the receiving end in
conjunction with a suitable converter.

Aerials
A 64 element stack is used for vision which, taking into
account the transmitting power, provides an ERP of 6½ K.W.
For the sound a J. Beam 6 over 6 slot fed array is used
mounted immediately below the vision aerial. As will be seen
from the illustration, both these aerials are carried by the 40"
tower, which also supports the two metre and 23 centimetre
systems.

Operating
A transmission of sound and vision is put out most evenings
between 9.0 and 9.30 after which G3NOX/T listens for reports
on both 2 metres and 70 centimetres. As a point of interest, when
all facilities are employed, over 350 valves are in use and about 3
K.W. is taken from the mains!

The Sound Transmitter & Vision Monitors

HANDY HINTS 1. Simpler
Construction
The self tapping screw needs no nut on it but, as its name
suggests, cuts its own thread in the material into which it is
screwedl These screws are quite economical and can be used over and
over again just like B.A. screws and nuts. The "self-tappers" as they
are affectionately called, make very good contact with the chassis
material and give a firm fixing. The only really important thing to
watch is that you use the correct size of drill (see below), otherwise
you either will not be able to start the screw in the hole, or you
will finish with a screw that "keeps on turning". To make life easier
always use a screwdriver that really fits the head. To anyone who has
not used these screws before, their advantages, particularly when
making up compact converters, cannot be overstated. Buy some today!

Size of hole recommended in Aluminium
Type Diameter Hole diameter Drill size
No.4

.112"

.104"

No.37

No.6

.137"

.128"

No.30

No.7

.151"

.144"

No.27

No.8

.163"

.152"

No.24

In mild steel the hole size varies with the thickness of the
sheet, and is about 5 sizes smaller for 20 S.W.G. e.g. No.4 screw would
require a No.42 drill, while for 14 S.W.G. a No.38 drill is needed.
John Carter g30WB.

Handy Hints 2.
Low Cost Open Pair Feeders
The value of the G5RV antenna Using open pair feeders is well
known, but the expense of buying spreaders for the 34' feeders deters
some amateurs from making up such an antenna.
Very satisfactory spreaders, which are also quite cheap, can be
made from short lengths of thick co-axial cable of the solid type. The
cable can often be bought, in otherwise useless lengths or with damaged
outer, for a few shillings. With the two lines of the feeder 3½" apart
a convenient length for the spreader is 4½" so that if spreaders are
fitted with 1 foot between them the total length of Co-ax inner
required is 12'9". In practice it is usually simpler to cut a quarter
inch longer than is required so that 5" can be cut from the insulator
to allow the inner conductor to be withdrawn. The length of insulator
is then carefully drilled with a suitable bit to provide a close fit
for the feeder line (usually 12 S.W.G.) at 3½" spacing. If the holes
are drilled true through the central hole the seal obtained appears
quite satisfactory and no bother has been experienced with moisture.
However the ends can easily be sealed with suitable cement (or with
heat; Ed) if required. The only really difficult part is sliding the
spreaders onto the two lines. Care must be taken that the wire is not
accidentally buckled and new, clean wire should be used with both wires
stretched to their full length if this is possible. Use the road if you
have to!
The insulator used at this QTH is 5/8" diameter and with this
thickness there is very little bending of the material when using the
3½" spacing. Other impedances of feeder, with other spacings, may
require thicker material, but probably 6" lengths could be used if the
cable has not been tightly coiled in storage. A ribbed glass insulator
is best used at the centre of the antenna top where a really secure
fixing is needed to support the weight of the feeder.
John Carter G3OWB.

T/V .Convertor for 79 cms.
The following notes outline a simple converter with which to
receive Amateur T.V. pictures on 70 cms.
Suitable chassis 4g-" x 3" in brass vdLth two separators running the
4½" length making 3 compartments each 4½" x 1".
Looking from below, the oscillator section is on the left, the
mixer-45 Mc/s amplifier in the middle and the R.F. on the right.
In the right-hand compartment is a series-tuned 5/16" brass line,
3½" long in the middle of the space and fixed to the back of the
chassis. The antenna is tapped 5/8" from the back and a crystal diode
is fitted in a hole in the left-hand wall entering the tuned line 2½" from
the back. Series tuning capacitor (10 pF) is fitted with the stator
connected to line and rotor to chassis. Shaft comes through the front
of chassis. In the left-hand compartment (still below chassis) a 6J6 is
fitted with its spigot 1" from back of chassis; pin 1 at back. Two
lines, which may be 16 S.W.G. tinned copper wire, run from a 10+19pP
split stator capacitor to pins 1 and 2 of the 6J6. The total length of
lines (including capacitor stator fittings) is 4½" each. The lines run
along the bottom of the chassis and are bent at right angles to connect
to the valve-holder. The rotor of the split stator capacitor again
comes through the front of the chassis, thus there are two controls (and
you will need small knobs), oscillator and R.F. tuning.
Remaining connections to the 6J6 are:-pin 3 via a small R.F.C. (12
turns 22 S.W.G.) enam. to a feedthrough fitted between holder and back
of chassis (heater). Pin 4 connected to spigot and pin 7 through a
similar choke to chassis. Pins 5 & 6, 680 ohms to chassis
H.T. is via a feedthrough 2" from back of chassis, two 1 Kohm
resistors soldered to the lines about 1¾" from front edge.
Injection from oscillator to mixer is via a length of co-ax
with the inner coning through the

FREQUENCIES OF 'LOCALS' on TWO METBES
G5BQ
G2CNT
Beacon
G3TEJ
G2XV
G5HB
G6UT
G3IAG
G3JQS
G3LIT
G3HJF
G5JO
G3HT
G3PTB
G3KBC
G2CNT
G3IIT/M
G3DY
G2CDX
G3PYE
G3DY
G3EDD
G3DGI
G3PTQ

144.445 Cambridge.
144.475 Longstowe.
144.500
144.79 Godmanchester.
144.844 Shelford.
.
144.856 S t e e p l e M o r d e n .
144.86 G t . H a l l i n g b u r y .
144.93 Littleport.
144.98 Kingston.
144.98 Harlow.
145.06 Burwell.
145.07 Bottisham.
145.085 (NBFM) SheIf ord.
145.096 B a r f o r d ( N o r f o l k ) .
145.1
Herts Net.
1 4 5. 1 43 Waterbeach.
1 4 5 . 1 6 Longstowe.
145.195
145.220*Whittlesey.
1 4 5 • 2 2 4 Cambridge.
145.24 Quy
145.274*
145.29 Wilbraham,
145.31 Babraham.
145.32-334 Cherry Hinton.

These are the frequencies most commonly used,
but many stations have more than one crystal.
A l s o r e m e m b e r that some have capacity trimmers
across the crystal. The figures given for G3PTQ
are max, and rain, capacity.
The two frequencies given for G3DY are for the
SAME crystal in two different TX's!!
As these
differ by 54 Kc/s, don't be surprised if the
value given is not that marked on your crystal.
Please send any comments or additions to
the Editor for inclusion in a later copy.

T/V Converter (continued from page 9)
chassis about 2" from the front, a 1" length looped
forward into the compartment and soldered to chassis
Central section contains a, 6AK5 I.F. amplifier at 45
Mc/s as shown in the circuit diagram. The anode
transformer is contained in a screening can on top of
the chassis. Output is via a connector at the back of
the chassis.

SALE AND WANTED
The Club has been asked to help in selling a quantity of
gear. All these items are in excellent condition and prices
are considerably below those expected in the open market. Items
may be inspected at the club. Offers to Bernard Foster G3IIT.
Standard Signal Generator L.P.5.
Audio Beat Frequency Oscillator.
Cossor Ganging Oscillator. 343.
Taylor Valve Tester.
Pair of BC 1335 Transceivers (10 metres).
Leak Pick-up and Turntable.
Valve Voltmeter. No. 2. 1.5-150 volts A.C. & D.C.
Series Stabilised Power Supply Unit.
Output Power Meter.
Capacity and Resistance Bridge.
Receiver 1-20 Mcs. for 6 volt operation.
We also have a number of other items for
sale, such as a Master Oscillator Type 2.
R.109 Rx.

Apply G3IIT

Williamson Output Transformer by Partridge,
Apply G2CDX.
Why not use this space for your Sales or Wants?
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We offer more than a selection - SERVICE
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